
Going to the 
San Diego
Repertory

Theatre
A SENSORY FRIENDLY DIRECTIONAL GUIDE



Welcome to the San Diego Repertory Theatre!
Today I am seeing "The Great Khan" 

 I will see actors speaking their lines and moving on stage. The actors will be wearing
costumes. There will sometimes be music playing, special effect sounds, and lighting on the

stage. Here are some things I will see when I come to the show!

These are the parking stations I can choose to park at for the show...



The First Parking Option

The first option is 225 Broadway Circle parking lot.  Once I
park, I will walk up the stairs and the theatre will be located

behind me. I will see signs and helpers leading the way 



The Second Parking Option

The second option is Horton Plaza. It is located on 4th
Avenue and F street. 



After I leave Horton plaza, I will turn left and walk on 4th Avenue on
the sidewalk.  I will then turn left on Broadway to head towards the

theatre.



If I decide to park at Horton Plaza, I will get a white
ticket.  I will bring this ticket to the theatre so I can get it
validated. There will be a machine inside the theatre for

me to validate my ticket. 



Entering the Theatre

Once I arrive at the theatre I will see the main entrance. It will have a
flag and a sign



Checking Vaccination Status

 I will then show my vaccination or proof of negative test to the helpers
at the table. 



I will then walk down the stairs to the
main entrance of the theatre. 



There will be helpers holding scanners for
me to scan my ticket. I will have my ticket

either printed out or on my phone. 



There will be
bathrooms on the top
floor to the left of the

entrance. 

There will also be
bathrooms downstairs

behind the stairs.



To get to my seats I will walk down the
stairs to the main lobby.  



If I need to take a break at any point
before, during, or after the show, the

main lobby will be open for me to do so. 



At the end of the show, I will walk up the
same stairs to exit the building the same

way I came!


